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Figure 54: Plan view of Cuevas de Doña Macaria and Chica de Macaria, Sistema Tlacotenco

Cueva de Doña Macaria. This cave starts at a surface collapse which has been used as a
garbage dump. The upflow passage is almost completely filled by ash/soils. Downflow the
tunnel is canyon shaped, with high wall levees, and with an oxbow passage at a higher level.
Where this two levels join is a skylight entrance which on the surface is a hornito which emmited
several short tongues of lava. The passage descends steeply to a junction with another passage
coming in from the right (northwest), which contains large levees of pahoehoe along the edges
of a floor flow transitional to A’a, and which can be followed upflow for about 70 meters to
where it is blocked by a late A’a flow, whose front is passed 20 meters before the end.

Downflow the large passage formed by the junction of the two tunnels is over 10 meters
wide but very low, as it is filled by ash/soil deposits. This passage ends only 20 meters from the
collapse depression which ends Cueva de la Iglesia-Mina Superior upflow.

About 20 meters downflow from the hornito skylight is a large ledge marked by levees,
which gives access to the Ramal de la Bruja, a relatively long side passage with a complex
anastomosing pattern at its end, where there are a few crawlways that became too tight to allow
access but take noticeable airflow. Cueva de Macaria was surveyed to a length of 420 meters,
with a vertical extent of 27 meters (Figure 54).

Cueva Chica de Macaria. A few meters downflow from the skylight hornito entrance of
Cueva de Doña Macaria is another hornito which also emitted small lava tongues, and a bit
further downflow is an open channel which soon gives access to Cueva Chica de Macaria. This
short cave, only 126 meters in length is basically two parallel tubes connected by three transverse
crawls (Figure 54). Both passages end in rafted block dams only 20 meters from the crawlway
leads in Ramal de la Bruja of Cueva de Doña Macaria.
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